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Abstract

The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) is a cutting-edge accelerator facility proposed to study the nature of the “glue” that binds the
building blocks of the visible matter in the universe. The proposed experiment will be realized at Brookhaven National Laboratory
in approximately 10 years from now, with the detector design and R&D currently ongoing. Noticeably EIC can be one of the
first facilities to leverage on Artificial Intelligence (AI) during the design and R&D phases. Optimizing the design of its tracker is
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of crucial importance for the EIC Comprehensive Chromodynamics Experiment (ECCE), a protocollaboration that is proposing a
detector design based on a 1.5T solenoid. The optimization is an essential part of the design and R&D and ECCE includes in its
structure a working group dedicated to AI-based applications for the EIC detector. In this note we describe a comprehensive study in
detector design of large-scale experiments using AI that has been accomplished during the detector proposal. This work required a
complex parametrization of the simulated detector system. Our approach deals with an optimization problem in a multidimensional
design space driven by multiple objectives that encode the detector performance, while satisfying several mechanical constraints.
We describe our strategy and show results obtained for the ECCE tracking system. The AI-assisted design is agnostic to the
simulation framework and can be extended after the detector proposal to other sub-detectors or system of sub-detectors to optimize
the performance of the EIC detector.

Keywords: ECCE, Electron Ion Collider, Tracking, Artificial Intelligence, Evolutionary, Bayesian Optimization.
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1. Introduction1

The Electron Ion Collider (EIC) [1] is a future cutting-edge2

discovery machine that will unlock the secrets of the gluonic3

force binding the building blocks of the visibile matter in the4

universe. The EIC will consist of two intersecting accelera-5

tors, one producing an intense beam of electrons, the other a6

beam of protons or heavier atomic nuclei, and it will be the7

only electron-nuclei collider operating in the world. The EIC8

Comprehensive Chromodynamics Experiment (ECCE) [2] is an9

international proto-collaboration assembled around the idea of10

developing an EIC detector envisioned to offer full energy cov-11

erage and an optimized far forward detection region. ECCE is12

currently investigating a detector design based on the existing13

BABAR 1.5T ready for the beginning of the EIC accelerator14

operation. More details on the ECCE detector design and what15

is described in the following can be found in [3].16

The EIC is an integrated detector that extends for about 4017

meters which includes the central detector built around the in-18

teraction point and the far-forward and far-backward regions19

[1]. To fulfill the physics goals of the EIC, the central detector20

needs to be hermetic and provide good particle identification21

(PID) over a large phase space. The central detector itself con-22

sists of multiple sub-detectors: a tracking system made by in-23

ner and outer tracker stations allows to reconstruct the charged24

particles moving in the magnetic field; a system of PID sub-25

detectors will cover the barrel and the e-going and h-going di-26

rections; electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters are used27

to detect electromagnetic and hadronic showers and complete28

information on the particle flow which is essential for certain29

event topologies, e.g., those containing jets. The optimization30

of the EIC detector is of utmost importance during the design31

and R&D phases [4].32

As outlined in [1], Artificial Intelligence (AI) can provide33

dedicated strategies for complex combinatorial searches and34

can handle multi-objective problems characterized by a multidi-35

mensional design space, allowing to capture hidden correlations36

among the design parameters. ECCE included these techniques37

in the design workflow during the detector proposal. This AI-38

assisted design strategy can be used at first to steer the design.39

After the technology choice is selected (based also on the im-40

portant insights provided by AI), it can be further utilized to41

eventually fine-tune the detector parameters. During the ECCE42

detector proposal, the design of the detector has been character-43

ized by a continued optimization process that evolved in time.44

In the following we describe the role played by the AI-assisted45

workflow and highlight this as a novel aspect introduced during46

the design process of an experiment.47

The article is structured as follows: in Sec. 2 we provide an48

overview of design optimization and describe the AI-assisted49

strategy; in Sec. 3 we describe the software stack utilized in50

this work to which AI is coupled for the optimization and we51

will introduce the ECCE tracker; in Sec. 4 we describe the im-52

plemented pipeline that supports the design optimization which53

results in a sequential strategy fostering the interplay between54

the different working groups in a post hoc decision making pro-55

cess; in Sec. 5 we present perspectives and planned activities.56

The ECCE detector at EIC will be one of the first examples of57

detectors that will be realized leveraging AI during the design58

and R&D phases.59

2. AI-assisted Detector Design60

Detector optimization with AI is an essential part of the61

R&D and design process and it is anticipated to continue in62

the months following the detector proposal towards CD-2 and63

CD-3. Optimizing the design of large scale detectors such as64

ECCE which are made of multiple sub-detector systems is a65

complex problem. Each sub-detector system is in fact char-66

acterized by a multi-dimensional design parameter space (de-67

scribing, e.g., geometry, mechanics, optics, etc). In addition68
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Figure 1: Workflow of detector design assisted by AI: physics events are
injected in a detector characterized by some given design parameters. Recon-
structed events are analyzed and figures of merit are quantified and passed to
some AI-based strategy, which in turn suggests the next design point to observe
in this sequential approach; notice that AI can also intervene in the simulation
and reconstruction steps.

to that, detector simulations are typically computationally in-69

tensive, and rely on advanced simulation platforms used in our70

community like Geant [5] to simulate the interaction of radia-71

tion with matter. On top of that, other computationally expen-72

sive steps are present along the data reconstruction and analysis73

pipeline. The software stack that is utilized in the detector de-74

sign process involves in fact three main steps: (i) generation75

of events, (ii) detector simulations and (iii) reconstruction and76

analysis.77

As pointed out in [6], the above bottlenecks make cumber-78

some the generation and exploration of mutliple design points.79

This in turn represents an obstacle for deep learning (DL)-based80

approaches to learn the mapping between the design space and81

the functional space (as in, e.g., [7, 8, 9]) which could facilitate82

the identification of optimal design points. It should be also83

noticed that fast simulations with DL can in principle reduce84

the most CPU-intensive parts of the simulation and provide ac-85

curate results (see, e.g., ATLAS [10]) still for detector design86

several design points need to be produced with Geant4 before87

injection in any DL architecture. Similar considerations can be88

made in deploying DL for reconstruction during the design op-89

timization process.90

In this context, a workflow for detector design that has gained91

popularity in recent years [11] is represented by the scheme is92

shown in Fig. 1. It consists in a sequential AI-based strategy93

that collects information associated to previously generated de-94

sign points, i.e. in the form of figures of merit (called objectives95

in the following) that quantify the goodness of the design, and96

based on that suggests new promising design points to simulate97

at the next iteration.98

During the detector proposal the AI Working Group has ac-99

complished a continued multi-objective optimization (MOO) of100

the ECCE Tracker design. Our approach deals with a com-101

plex optimization in a multidimensional design space driven by102

multiple objectives that encode the detector performance, while103

satisfying several mechanical constraints. This framework has104

been developed in such a way to be easily extended to other105

sub-detector or to a system of sub-detectors, provided a viable106

f1

f 2

r

A

B
C

hypervolume

Pareto front

f1(A)<f1(B)

f2(A)>f2(B)

Figure 2: Example of Pareto frontier in a two-dimensional objective space:
The point C is not on the frontier and is in fact dominated by both point A and
point B. All the other points which are dominated by the Pareto frontier and that
satisfy any constraints in the optimization problem are called feasible solutions;
The hypervolume is used as a metric for convergence, and is calculated with
respect to a reference point r.

parametrization of the simulation.107

The definition of a generic MOO problem can be formulated
as follows:

min fm(x) m = 1, · · · ,M
s.t. gj(x) ≤ 0, j = 1, · · · , J

hk(x) = 0, k = 1, · · · ,K

xL
i ≤ xi ≤ xU

i , i = 1, · · · ,N

(1)

where one has M objective functions fm to optimize (e.g., detec-108

tor resolution, efficiency, costs), subject to J inequalities g j(x)109

and K equality constraints hk(z) (e.g., mechanical constraints),110

in a design space of N dimensions (e.g., geometry parameters111

that change the Geant4 design) with lower and upper bounds on112

each dimension. In solving these problems, one can come up113

with a set of non-dominated or trade-off solutions [12], popu-114

larly known as Pareto-optimal solutions (see also Fig. 2).115

In this setting, we used a recently developed framework for116

MOO called pymoo [13] which supports evolutionary MOO al-117

gorithms such as Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm118

(or NSGA-II, [14]). The rationale behind this choice instead of,119

e.g., principled-approaches such as Bayesian Optimization as120

in [11], emanates directly from the needs we had at the time of121

the detector proposal, like the capability to quickly implement122

and run multiple parallel optimization pipelines implementing123

different technology choices and the possibility of dealing with124

non-differentiable objectives at this exploratory stage.125

The NSGA workflow is described in Fig. 3. The main fea-126

tures of NSGA-II are (i) the usage of an elitist principle, (ii)127

an explicit diversity preserving mechanism, and (iii) ability of128

determining non-dominated solutions. The latter feature is of129

great importance for problems where objectives are of conflict130

to each other, that is: an improved performance in an objective131

results in worse performance in another objective.132

The pymoo framework also supports other MOO approaches133

and a full list is documented in [13]. For our purposes, we also134

tested NSGA-III which is suitable for the optimization of large135
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Figure 3: The NSGA Workflow: At time t, an offspring is created through a
genetic algorithm [15] from an N−sized population of design points. The two
populations are combined into a population Rt , which is classified into different
non-dominated classes Fi, starting from the first front F1. To restore the initial
size of the population, the augmented space of solutions is trimmed. A metric
called crowding distance is used to reject solutions and eventually provide an
updated population of size N at time t + 1.

number of objectives [16].1136

As described in Sec. 3, the simulation and reconstruction rely137

on the Fun4All framework [17]. During the design optimiza-138

tion process of the tracking system, we used full Geant4 sim-139

ulations of the entire ECCE detector. In Sec. 4 the reader can140

find a detailed description of the different parametrizations that141

have been utilized for several optimization pipelines of the in-142

ner tracker design optimization. Eventually the parametrization143

has been extended to include also the support structure in the144

design optimization problem. Notice that overlaps in the de-145

sign are checked before and during the optimization and are146

excluded by the constraints and ranges of the parameters.147

At least three objective functions characterizing the tracker148

performance (intrinsic detector response such as resolutions149

and efficiency) have been optimized simultaneously. The dif-150

ferent designs have been optimized using particle gun samples151

of pions; after the optimization we used Pythia [18] samples152

to evaluate the improvement in the reconstruction of physics153

events (see Sec. 4.3).154

AI has played a crucial role in helping to choose a combina-155

tion of technologies for the inner tracker and has been used as156

input to multiple iterations of the ECCE tracker design, which157

led to the current tracker layout. This has been the result of158

a continued optimization process that evolved in time and re-159

quired the interplay between the ECCE teams: results are vali-160

dated by looking at figures of merit that do not enter as objec-161

tive functions in the optimization process (more details can be162

found in Sec. Appendix B); the decision making is left post163

hoc and discussed among the Computing, Detector and Physics164

teams. Fig. 4 displays a flowchart describing this continued op-165

timization process that integrates AI and the interplay between166

the ECCE teams that took place during the detector proposal.167

AI provided insights in the design of the ECCE tracker by168

showing each time by how much the tracking system with dif-169

ferent technology choices could be optimized. Ultimately this170

continued AI-assisted optimization led to a projective design171

after having extended the parametrized design to include the172

1For ≥ 4 objectives, NSGA-III is expected to perform better than NSGA-II.

Detector Team
Technology Selection
Baseline Design
Alternative Configurations

Physics Team
Physics Signal Selection
Performance Evaluation
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Figure 4: Flowchart of continued optimization during proposal: AI assists
the design optimization process by providing insights and capturing hidden cor-
relations among the design parameters. This has been used during the entire
detector proposal process to steer the design. At a given instant in time, N alter-
native candidate configurations are studied. For each we create an optimization
pipeline, which results in a Pareto front of solutions. This new information
helps steering the design: some configurations are rejected, while other ones
(also dubbed ‘new references’) are identified to potentially improve the design.
New optimization pipelines are defined inspired by the new results and the pro-
cess is iterated. During the design process, AI propelled the fundamental inter-
play between the ECCE Teams working on Physics, Detector and Computing.

support structure of the inner tracker. The latter represents an173

ongoing R&D project that is discussed in the next sections.174

3. ECCE Tracking System Simulation175

The simulation and detector response shown in this docu-176

ment is based on Geant4 [19] and was carried out using the177

Fun4All framework [17].178

The optimization pipelines are based on particle gun samples179

of pions, where we used π− and tested that the performance with180

π+ were consistent. Performance in the electron-going direc-181

tion has been also checked post-hoc with particle gun samples182

of electrons. The improved performance is further validated183

with physics analyses, using the datasets generated during the184

ECCE simulation campaigns; in Sec. 4 we show in particular re-185

sults based on semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering (SIDIS)186

events.187

The ECCE tracking detector [20], consists in different layers188

in the barrel and the two end-caps, and is tightly integrated with189

the PID detectors:190

(i) The silicon vertex/tracking detector is an ALICE ITS-191

3 type high precision cylindrical/disk vertex tracker [21, 22])192

nased on the new Monolithic Active Pixel Sensor (MAPS); the193

barrel detector consists of 5 MAPS layers; the silicon hadron194

endcap consists of 5 MAPS disks; whereas the silicon electron195

endcap has 4 MAPS disks.196

(ii) A gas tracking system is based on µRwell technology,197

that is a single-stage amplification Micro Pattern Gaseous De-198

tector (MPGD) that is a derivative of the Gas Electron Mul-199

tiplier (GEM) technology. In ECCE µRwell layers will form200

three barrel tracking layers further out from the beam-pipe than201

the silicon layers; namely, two inner barrel µRwell layers and a202

single outer barrel µRwell layer. All µRwell detectors will have203
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2D strip based readout. The strip pitch for all 3 layers will be204

400 µm.205

(iii) The tracking system is completed by AC-LGAD-based206

time of flight (TOF) detectors providing additional hit informa-207

tion for track reconstruction as well. In the central region a TOF208

(dubbed CTTL) is placed behind the high-perofrmance DIRC209

(hpDIRC); in the hadron going side a TOF (dubbed FTTL) is210

placed before the dual RICH (dRICH) and a µRwell placed af-211

ter the dRICH; in the electron going direction a µRwell layer is212

placed before the modular RICH (mRICH), which is followed213

by a TOF later (dubbed ETTL).214

The ECCE simulation of tracking system is shown in Fig. 5215

(left). Given the importance of the service structure in the track-216

ing detector, the reduction of the impact of readout and services217

on tracking resolution is subject of ongoing project R&D. A218

parallel setup for the tracking system based on the same detec-219

tor technology is maintained in a branch of the ECCE software220

repository. This is a projective design characterized by a coni-221

cal support structure with a polar angle of 25.5 degrees on both222

endcaps, as shown in Fig. 5 (right).223

In the following sections, the reader can find more details on224

the implementation of the optimization pipelines and utilized225

computing resources.226

4. Analysis Workflow227

The optimization of the ECCE-tracking system has been228

characterized by two main phases during which the sub-229

detectors composing the tracker evolved into more advanced230

simulations.231

Phase-I optimization. Phase-I corresponds to a timeline be-232

tween June-2021 to Sept-2021.2 The Geant-4 implementation233

of the detectors were at first simplified, e.g., the support cone234

was modelled as a simple conical structure with simplified ma-235

terial made of Aluminium. The optimization pipelines con-236

sisted of symmetric arrangement of detectors in the e-going237

and h-going directions (5 disks on each side). The DIRC de-238

tector for PID in the barrel region was modelled in a simplified239

way. ACLGAD-based TOF detectors were modelled as simpli-240

fied silicon disks at first; more detailed simulations of the outer241

trackers have been developed during this phase. The optimiza-242

tion pipelines have been performed including various combina-243

tions of detector technologies for the inner trackers. At the end244

of this phase, a decision on the choice of the barrel technology245

and the disk technologies was made taking advantage of results246

provided by AI.247

Phase-II optimization. Phase-II corresponds to optimization248

pipelines that run from Sept-2021 to Nov-2021. These pipelines249

had a more realistic implementation of the support structure in-250

corporating cabling, support carbon fiber, cooling system etc.251

More detailed simulation of the PID Detectors (DIRC and252

2Preliminary studies done between March-2021 to May-2021 are not re-
ported here.

dRICH) have been integrated as well as fine-grained simula-253

tions of TTL layers (CTTL, ETTL, FTTL). More stringent en-254

gineering constraints have been considered like the sensor size255

for MAPS detector (ITS3). This phase also considers an asym-256

metric arrangement of the detectors in the endcap regions, with257

a maximum of 4 EST disks in the e-going end-cap and 5 FST258

disks in the h-going end-cap. Due to the asymmetric arrange-259

ment of detectors, the angle subtended by detectors in the two260

end cap regions could be changed. An optimization was carried261

out with asymmetric spatial arrangement of EST and FST disks.262

This eventually developed into the idea of a projective geome-263

try in a pipeline that characterizes an ongoing R&D project for264

optimizing the design of the support structure.265

The reader can find more details on the detector technology266

characterizing the tracker system in [3].267

A detailed description of the most recent parametrization268

used for the detector proposal can be found in Appendix A.269

Such parametrization has been used for the optimization of270

the non-projective design, which had the inner tracker support271

structure fixed. As already mentioned, the parametrization has272

been modified to explore the possibility of including in the op-273

timization the design of the support structure. This resulted in274

the R&D project always described in Appendix A; a schematic275

representation of this parametrization is displayed in Fig. A.11.276

Fig. 5 shows a comparison of the ECCE reference non-277

projective design and the projective design from the ongoing278

R&D, both of which resulted from the AI-assisted procedure279

described in this paper.280

4.1. Encoding of Design Criteria281

Design criteria need to be encoded to steer the design dur-282

ing the optimization process. For each design point we need to283

compute the corresponding objectives f (i.e., momentum reso-284

lution, angular resolution, and Kalman filter efficiency).285

We will refer in the following only to more recent phase-II286

optimization. Similar considerations apply also for phase-I op-287

timization. Phase-II has been characterized by two types of op-288

timization pipelines: the first used a parametrization of the in-289

ner tracker during the optimization process and led to the ECCE290

tracker non-projective design; the second branched off the first291

as an independent R&D effort which included the parametriza-292

tion of the support structure and led to a projective design.293

More details on the two types of optimization pipelines can294

be found in the following tables: Table 1 describes the main295

hyperparameters; Table 2 describes the dimensionality of the296

optimization problem, in particular of the design space, the ob-297

jective space and the constraints; Table 3 reports the the ranges298

of each design parameter3; Table 4 summarizes the constraints299

for both the non-projective and projective geometries. We also300

considered in our design a safe minimum distance between the301

disks of 10 cm and include a constraint on the difference be-302

tween the outer and inner radii of each disk, namely Rmax -303

3The design points are normalized in the range [0-1], using a min-max scaler
xi = x(xmax − xmin) + xmin, where xi is the normalized design point with a un-
normalized design point x generated between the range [xmin, xmax].
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Figure 5: Tracking and PID system in the non-projective (left) and the ongoing R&D projective (right) designs: the two figures show the different geometry
and parametrization of the ECCE non-projective design (left) and of the ongoing R&D projective design to optimize the support structure (right). Labels in red are
the sub-detector systems that are optimized, while the labels in blue are the sub-detector systems that are kept fixed due to geometrical constraint. The non-projective
geometry (left) is a result of an optimization done on the inner tracker layers (labeled in red) while keeping the support structure fixed, The angle made by the support
structure to the IP is fixed at about 36.5◦. The projective geometry (right) is the result of an ongoing project R&D to reduce the impact of readout and services on
tracking resolution.

Rmin, to be a multiple of the sensor cell size (17.8 mm × 30.0304

mm), see Table 4. These constraints are common to the non-305

projective and the projective designs. For more details on the306

parametrizations the reader can refer to Appendix A and for a307

detailed comparison of the corresponding detector performance308

can refer to Appendix B. In what follows we provide a thor-309

ough description of the design criteria that have been encoded310

in the optimization strategy.311

description symbol value
population size N 100

# objectives M 3
offspring O 30

design size D 11 (9)
# calls (tot. budget) − 200

# cores −
same as
offspring

# charged π tracks Ntrk 120k
# bins in η Nη 5
# bins in P NP 10

Table 1: Summary of the hyperparameters of the design optimization: The
values reported in the table have been used during the optimization of the non-
projective design of the ECCE tracker. For completeness and when they differ
from the non-projective case, we also report in parentheses the values corre-
sponding to the ongoing R&D project for the projective design of the support
structure.

The objectives depend on the kinematics and are calculated312

in 5 main bins in pseudo-rapidity (η), i.e., (i) -3.5 ≤ η < -2.0313

(corresponding to electron going direction), (ii) -2.0 ≤ η < -1.0314

(corresponding to transition region in electron going direction),315

(iii) -1 ≤ η < 1 (corresponding to the central barrel), (iv) 1316

≤ η < 2.0 (corresponding to transition region in hadron go-317

ing direction) and (v) 2.0 ≤ η < 3.5 (corresponding to hadron318

going direction). The rationale behind this binning is a com-319

bination of different aspects: the correspondence with the bin-320

ning in the EIC Yellow Report [1], the asymmetric arrange-321

ment of detectors in e-going and h-going directions and the322

design pars objectives constraints
# 4(11) 3 (4) 4(5)

ECCE tracker
design

(non-projective)

(Phase-I symmetric
design) 5 disks

z-location (hadron
beam) and 6 barrel

layers radii; (Phase-II
asymmertic design) 3

disks z location
(endcap region) 1

barrel layer

momentum resolution;
angular resolution;

Kalman filter
efficiency; (pointing

resolution)

(i) inner 2nd vtx barrel
radius ≤ 15 cm; (ii)

outermost barrel radius <
51 cm; (iii) outermost z
disk < 125 cm; (iv) 4th

barrel radius ≤ 45 cm; (v)
Minimum distance

between any 2 layers >= 1
cm (Additional constraints

for Phase-II)

ECCE ongoing
R&D design
(projective)

Angle Tracking
Support (θ), 2 TTL

z-location, 1 uRwell-1
Radius, 3 FST disks, 2

EST disks (9
parameters);

momentum resolution;
angular resolution;

Kalman filter
efficiency; angular

resolution at dRICH;
(pointing resolution)

(i) FST/EST Disks
(RMax−RMin)%(30.0 mm) =

0; (ii) FST/EST Disks
(RMax−RMin)%(17.8 mm) =

0; (iii) FST/EST
zn+1 − zn ≥ 10; (iv) Length
of vertex support structure
≤ 30 cm; (v) distance
between any 2 µRwell

barrel layers have to be ≥ 5
cm

Table 2: Dimensionality of the optimization pipelines: non-projective design
and objective space. Following Eq. (1), constraints are also included. For each
category, a description has been added. Values in parentheses are the largest
ones utilized in the optimization pipelines. The Phase-II optimization had less
number of parameters to optimize due to the fixed support cone structure. No-
tice that two additional constraints are implicitly taken into account, that is: (i)
the inner radii of the disks in the endcap and the inner vertex layer in the barrel
have to be compatible with the beam envelope dimensions; (ii) the barrel layers
lengths and the outer radii of the disks have to be compatible with an Al-shell
support structure provided by the LBNL design [23]. Conditions (i) and (ii) are
provided by internal parametrization and reflected in the Geant4 design. Poten-
tial overlaps among modules are checked before and during the optimization.
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ECCE design (non-projective)
Design Parameter Reference value Range

µRWELL 1 (Inner) (r) Radius 44.2 cm [17.0, 51.0 cm]
µRWELL 2 (Inner) (r) Radius 47.4 cm [18.0, 51.0 cm]

EST 4 z position -107.1 cm [-110.0, -50.0 cm]
EST 3 z position -80.0 cm [-110.0, -40.0 cm]
EST 2 z position -57.5 cm [-80.0, -30.0 cm]
EST 1 z position -35.0 cm [-50.0, -20.0 cm]
FST 1 z position 35.0 cm [20.0, 50.0 cm]
FST 2 z position 57.5 cm [30.0, 80.0 cm]
FST 3 z position 80.0 cm [40.0, 110.0 cm]
FST 4 z position 115.0 cm [50.0, 125.0 cm]
FST 5 z position 125.0 cm [60.0, 125.0 cm]

ECCE ongoing R&D (projective)
Design Parameter Reference value Range

Angle (Support Cone) 25.5 ◦ [25.0◦, 30.0◦]
µRWELL 1 (Inner) Radius 33.12 cm [25.0, 45.0 cm]

ETTL z position -169.0 cm [-171.0, -161.0 cm]
EST 2 z position -80.05 cm [45, 100 cm]
EST 1 z position -33.2 cm [35, 50 cm]
FST 1 z position 33.2 cm [35, 50 cm]
FST 2 z position 79.85 cm [45, 100 cm]
FST 5 z position 144 cm [100, 150 cm]
FTTL z postion 182 [156, 183 cm]

Table 3: Ranges of the design parameters: the table summarises the design
points that are optimized for the Non-projective and the projective case. The
optimization range is also given for each parameter. The parameters corre-
sponding to the Non-projective case were optimized sequentially over atleast
three iterations with each iteration having a set of parameters fixed. For in-
stance, The EST/FST disks were optimized during the first iteration assuming
symmetric design, and for the subsequent iterations the EST disks were opti-
mized further in the electron endcap region. Along with the design parameters
the design comes with geometrical constraints too. These are implemented as
strong and soft constraints in the Table 4.

Constraint Description

FST/EST Disks
∑

i
(RMaxi−RMini)

3.0 = N MAPS sensor length is 3.0cm. Soft
Constraint

FST/EST Disks
∑

i
(RMaxi−RMini)

1.8 = N MAPS sensor width is 1.78cm.
Soft Constraint

FST/EST Disks zn+1 − zn >= 10.0 Minimum distance between 2
consecutive disk. Strong constraint

Table 4: Constraints in the design optimization: the table summarises con-
straints for both for projective and non projective design problem. The con-
straints are from the FST/EST disks since they are made by tiling up MAPS
pixels. The pixels will have fixed dimensions. Soft constraints are constraints
that can be violated to a certain degree by the MOO and then one can quantify
the degree of unfeasibility (see [13]). Also, minor adjustments on tiling up the
pixels can be done post hoc optimization such that the detector geometry is re-
alisable. Strong constraints penalises the MOO with high penalties since these
constraints cannot be violated: e.g., the distance between the disks cannot be
closer than 10 cm for servicing requirement. The constraints in this table are
common to all designs.

division in pseudo-rapidity between the barrel region and the323

endcap. Particular attention during the optimization and post324

hoc is given to the transition region between barrel and endcaps325

as well as at large |η| ∼ 3.5 close to the beamline. Charged326

pions are generated uniformly in the phase-space that covers327

P ∈ [0,20] GeV/c × η ∈ (-3.5,3.5). Each bin in η is further328

subdivided in 15 bins in momentum P.. Studies have been per-329

formed to determine the number of tracks (Ntrk). For each de-330

sign point we utilize 120k charged pions.4 This number ensures331

large enough statistics over the entire phase space and the sta-332

bility of the fits in all of the bins of Eqs. (4).333

In order to calculate the relative momentum (cf. Fig. B.12)334

and absolute angular resolution (cf. Fig B.13) we do fit the335

following objectives:336

∆P
P
=

Preco − Ptrue

Ptrue

∆Θ = Θreco − Θtrue

(2)

Following the definitions of Eq. (2), histograms of the rela-337

tive momentum resolution and the absolute angular resolution338

are produced for each bin in η and P and the corresponding fits339

are calculated. Using single-gaussian (SG) fits (also utilized in340

the Yellow Report [1]) implies systematically better resolutions341

but worse reduced χ2, therefore we decided to utilize during342

the optimization procedure double-gassian (DG) fits, as shown343

in Fig. 6. This provided a more robust fit strategy. The reduced344

χ2 range with DG fits ranges from 1.2 to 2.8 at most, with the345

majority of the fits stable at lower values. The largest num-346

bers correspond either to the transition between the barrel and347

endcaps where tracks cross more material in the non-projective348

design, or to large pseudo-rapidities, particularly close to the349

inner radii of the disks. By using SG fits, the reduced χ2 val-350

ues can be as large as 10-20 in the transition region. A detailed351

study comparing SG to DG fits has been done in Fig. B.12.352

The final DG resolution has been defined as an average of the
two σ’s weighted by the relative areas of the two gaussians:5

σDG ∼
A1σ1 + A2σ2

A1 + A2
(3)

The results obtained for the resolutions in each bin corre-
sponding to each new design point are divided by the values
corresponding to the baseline design, so that in each bin a ratio
R is provided. Finally a weighted sum of these ratios is per-
formed to build a global figure of merit (for both the relative
momentum and the angular resolutions):

R( f ) =
1

Nη

∑
η

(∑
p wp,η · R( f )p,η∑

p wp,η

)
(4)

4From phase I to phase II, the design became asymmetric in the two end-
caps, therefore we needed to extend the η-coverage and increase the statistics.
The momentum range has been reduced to [0,20] GeV/c to optimize the com-
puting budget.

5A different definition could be based on the weighted average of the vari-
ances σ2

1,2 to obtain the final variance σ2
DG . This typically implied a few %

relative difference on the final value of σDG which has been considered a neg-
ligible effect.
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Figure 6: Fit strategy: a double-gaussian fit function is utilized to extract
the resolutions. Such a fit function provided good reduced χ2 and more sta-
ble extractions compared to single-gaussian fits. The resolution is obtained as
an average of the two σ’s weighted by the relative areas of the two gaussians
according to Eq. (3). The figure represents the results corresponding to a par-
ticular bin in η and P.

where the objective function f is either the momentum or the353

angular resolution described by Eq. (2), and the weight wp,η =354

1/σ2( fp,η) is calculated in each η, p bin and it is proportional355

to the inverse of the variance corresponding to the objective356

functions f .357

In addition to these objectives, we also included another ob-
jective function in the optimization problem. This is another
global objective function corresponding to the fraction of tracks
that are not reconstructed by the Kalman filter (KF), or equiva-
lently the KF inefficiency:

R(KF) =
N(not reconstructed)

N(tot. tracks)
(5)

Following the above definitions, the design problem cor-358

responds to minimizing the objective functions defined in359

Eqs. (4), (5): a weighted average ratio smaller than one cor-360

responds to an improvement in performance compared to the361

baseline design; as for the KF inefficiency, we ideally want to362

find a design point that pushes this value as close as possible to363

zero.364

4.2. Convergence and Performance at Pareto Front365

We remind the reader that the Pareto front is the set of trade-366

off solutions of our problem. Fig. 7 shows the convergence plot367

obtained utilizing the hypervolume as metric in the objective368

space.6 A petal diagram is used to visualize the values of three369

objectives corresponding to one of the solutions extracted from370

the Pareto front.371

Checkpoints are created to store the NSGA-updated popula-372

tion of design points. A survey of the detector performance is373

created after each call to monitor potential anomaly behavior374

of the fits. The fitting procedure is quite stable, if an exception375

6Early stopping can occur if no change in the hypervolume is observed after
a certain number of evaluations.
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Figure 7: Metric for convergence and performance at Pareto front: (left)
The hypervolume can be used as a metric for convergence. Checkpoints are
created during the optimization and snapshots of the evolving designs are saved.
(right) A petal diagram with the three objectives corresponding to one solution
in the Pareto front. The momentum and angular resolutions are expressed as
ratios with respect to a baseline design to improve; the KF inefficiency is taken
as an absolute value. An optimal design minimizes all of the above defined
objectives.
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Figure 8: Analysis of SIDIS events with AI-assisted detector designs: The
π+K− invariant mass obtained from the SIDIS events produced in the third sim-
ulation campaign of ECCE. A comparison of the resolution on the D meson
obtained with the non-projective and the projective design of the ECCE tracker
is shown. The mass distribution of π+K− is modelled by a double-sided Crystal
Ball function (see, e.g., [25, 26]). In order to emphasize the improvement in the
region between 1.0 < |η| < 1.5, a selection was made such that both the tracks
π+ or the K− are within the region of interest. The resolution with the projective
design is improved by more than 10% relative to the resolution obtained with
the non-projective design.

occurs the analysis has been automated to adjust the fitting pa-376

rameters and ranges. In case of persistent anomalous behavior377

a flag is raised, the critical design point purged from the popu-378

lation and examined.379

4.3. Physics Analysis380

To show a comparison in performance between the non-381

projective and projective designs, we analysed D0 meson decay382

into π+K−. Data have been produced during the ECCE third383

simulation campaign and utilize SIDIS events generated with384

Pythia6 [18], corresponding to ep events with 18 GeV × 275385

GeV and high Q2.7 More info can be found in [24].386

In Fig. 8, the π+K− invariant mass is fitted with a double-387

sided Crystal Ball function.388

The decay events are selected in such a way to have at least389

one particle (either π or K, or both) in the pseudo-rapidity bin390

7production: prop.5/prop.5.1; generator: pythia6; kinematics: ep-18x275-
q2-high.
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1.0<|η|<1.5, where the projective design is expected to improve391

the performance by concentrating all the material in a smaller392

dead area compared to the non-projective design.393

The analysis shows that the resolution obtained with the pro-394

jective design is improved by more than 10% relative to that395

obtained with the non-projective design. We also calculate the396

efficiency, defined as the number of reconstructed D-mesons397

divided by the number of true D-mesons. It turns out that the398

efficiency obtained with the two designs is consistent within the399

statistical uncertainties.400

5. Computing Resources401

Parallelization. A two-level parallelization has been imple-402

mented in the MOO framework: the first level creates the par-403

allel simulations of design points, the second level parallelizes404

each design point (see Fig. 9). The evaluation itself can be dis-405

tributed to several workers or a whole cluster with libraries like406

Dask [27].407

Computing Budget. Computing time studies have been carried408

out to evaluate the simulation time of each single design point409

as a function of the number of tracks generated. We made this410

study with simulations that included the tracking system and411

the PID system and estimated an effective simulation time of412

0.2 s/track after removing an initial latency time. Similarly we413

made studies of the computing time taken by the AI-based algo-414

rithm in generating a new population of design points. Results415

of these studies are summarized in Fig. 10.416

A larger population allows to approximate the Pareto front417

with larger accuracy. Extension of the design parameter space418

and the objective space to larger dimensionality implies a larger419

amount of CPU time which is mainly dominated by simulations420

if the population size remains smaller than 104-105, see Fig. 10.421

For our goals during the detector proposal the optimization422

pipelines of the ECCE tracking system have been parametrized423

with 10-20 design parameters and 3-4 objectives; this allowed424

us to achieve good convergence with evolutionary MOO using a425

2-level parallelization strategy, and deployment on single nodes426

of 128 CPU cores available on the sci-comp farm at Jefferson427

Lab [28].8.428

Planned Activities. As described in this document, detector op-429

timization with AI is an essential part of the R&D and design430

process and it is anticipated to continue after the detector pro-431

posal. The AI-assisted design optimization of the ECCE inner432

tracker has been based on evolutionary algorithms; during the433

detector proposal multiple optimization pipelines have been run434

each with a population size of 100, representing different detec-435

tor design configurations. At each iteration, AI updates the pop-436

ulation. The total computing budget for an individual pipeline437

amounted to approximately 10k CPU-core hours. This number438

depends on the dimensionality of the problem.439

8Work is in progress to efficiently distribute the optimization pipeline to
multiple nodes
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Figure 9: Flowchart of the two-level parallelization implemented for detec-
tor design: Multiple design points are produced in parallel, and each design
point is parallelized. The design is assisted by an AI-strategy, in this case MOO
with evolutionary algorithms supported by pymoo [13].

Figure 10: The computing time taken by the genetic algorithm and the
sorting in NSGA-II: Performance have been benchmark with test problems
like DTLZ1 [16] and the scaling ∼ MN2 has been verified with convergence
to the Pareto front. For the complexity of our problems, the simulation time
dominates the AI times. A two-level parallelization has been introduced in the
framework to reduce this bottleneck. The AI contribution typically becomes
dominant when very large population size is needed to accurately approximate
the Pareto front (cf.[29]).

Activities are planned to continue the detector optimization:440

new optimization pipelines can deal with larger parameter space441

to include a system of sub-detectors like already did in the case442

of the whole ECCE tracker or to combine tracking and PID in443

the optimization process; we also plan to optimize other sub-444

detectors like, e.g., the dRICH, leveraging on the expertise in-445

ternal to the ECCE collaboration regarding specifically the de-446

sign of the dRICH with AI-based techniques [11].447

Larger populations may need to be simulated to cope with448

the increased complexity in order to improve the accuracy of449

the approximated Pareto front. Different AI-based strategies450

will be compared.451

For the tracker we used as driving criteria figures of merit452

that embody the performance of the tracking detector: momen-453

tum and angular resolution, Kalman filter efficiency. After the454

detector optimization, we validate the performance on other455

figures of merit not utilized during the optimization process.456

We also completed these studies by analysing the performance457

of the optimized detector on physics channels, particularly we458

made an analysis of the D0 → π+K− that showed an improved459

resolution by at least 10% with the projective tracker design as460
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compared to the non-projective geometry. As a future activity461

we aim to encode the result physics analyses as objectives in462

the MOO problem.463

We anticipate for 2022 roughly 1M CPU-core hours for these464

activities.465

6. Summary466

Large scale experiments in high energy nuclear physics entail467

unprecedented computational challenges and the optimization468

of such complex systems can benefit from state of the art AI-469

based strategies [6].470

In this paper we described the successful implementation471

of a multi-objective optimization approach to steer the multi-472

dimensional design of the ECCE tracking system, taking into473

account the constraints from the global detector design. This474

work has been accomplished during the EIC detector proposal,475

and has been characterized by a continued optimization pro-476

cess where multiple optimization pipelines integrating different477

configurations of sub-detectors have been compared using full478

Geant-4 simulations. The insights provided by AI in such a479

multi-dimensional objective space characterizing the detector480

performance (e.g., tracking efficiency, momentum and angular481

resolutions), combined to other aspects like risk mitigation and482

costs reduction, helps selecting the candidate technology of the483

ECCE tracker. This approach is also used in an ongoing R&D484

project where the design parametrization has been extended to485

include the support structure of the tracking system.486

The design optimization can be also extended to tune the pa-487

rameters of a larger system of sub-detectors. Physics analy-488

ses are at the moment done after the optimization for a given489

detector design solution candidate, but they can be encoded490

during the optimization process as physics-driven objectives in491

addition to objectives representing the detector performance.492

A thorough comparison of results obtained with different AI-493

based strategies (e.g., multi-objective optimization based on ge-494

netic algorithms and bayesian multi-objective optimization) can495

be also studied.496

Detector optimization with AI is anticipated to continue af-497

ter the detector proposal, and activities are planned to further498

optimize the tracking system, including PID sub-detectors, par-499

ticularly the dual-RICH [11].500
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Appendix A. Details on Parametrization591

Tracking System Parametrization592

Vertex layers. There are 3 vertex barrel layers in the ECCE593

tracking system made of MAPS technology. The vertex cylin-594

der consists of strips which are made of pixels, where the indi-595

vidual sensor unit cell size is 17.8 mm × 30.0 mm. The length596

of the vertex layers is fixed at 27 cm; the radii of the three ver-597

tex layers are fixed to 3.4, 5.67, 7.93 cm, respectively. For the598

non-projective design, the angle of the support structure to the599

interaction points (θ = 36.5◦) is fixed and the radius of the sup-600

port structure is at 6.3 cm, while the length of the support struc-601

ture is 17 cm. For the projective design parameterization, the602

radius of the support structure is the same, while the length is603

calculated based on the angle of projection and the radius as604

shown in Fig. A.11.605

Sagitta layers. There are 2 sagitta barrel layers in the ECCE
tracking system. The sagitta barrel layers are also made of
MAPS technology. The sagitta barrel layer has a fixed length
of 54 cm. For the non-projective design the radius of the sagitta
layers are 21.0, 22.68 cm, respectively. For the projective pa-
rameterization, The radius of the sagitta barrel is calculated
such that there are no gaps in the acceptance of the region en-
closed by the barrels. The radius of the barrel layer is calculated
as:

rsagitta =
lsagitta

2
tan θ.

The radius of the sagitta layers are also constrained since the
strips have fixed width of 1.78 cm; therefore the radius of the
constraint has to satisfy:

2πrsagitta

1.78
= n; n ∈ 0, 1, 2, ....,N.

µRwell layers. In the ECCE tracking system there are 3 cylin-606

drical µRwell layers, each endowed with a support ring. An607

extended supporting plateau is included at either ends of the608

µRwell to rest the entire cylindrical detector on this platform.609

This results in a constant shift of the support cone by the plateau610

length (5 cm) as shown in Fig. A.11. Therefore, for each611

µRwell layer the support cone is shifted constantly by the length612

of the plateau. For both the non-projective design and the pro-613

jective design the µRwell-1 radius is a free parameter. The614

length of the µRwell-1 is calculated based on the angle of the615

conical support structure. In the case of non-projective design616

we have the conical support structure angle fixed (θ = 36.5◦)617

and therefore the length of µRwell-1 depends only on its ra-618

dius. In the non-projective design µRwell-2 has its radius as a619

free parameter. Since the angle of the conical support structure620

is fixed the length of µRwell-2 depends on its radius. The opti-621

mization always preferred to maximize the radius and therefore622

was fixed in the projective design. For the projective design623

the µRwell-2 has a fixed radius of 51 cm (i.e., Rmax+ 1 cm).624

The length of the µRwell-2 is calculated based on the angle of625

the conical support structure. The length of the µRwell takes626

into account the constant shift due to the plateau. µRwell-3 is627

outside of the inner tracking system. It has radius of 77 cm.628

The total length of the µRwell-3 is 290 cm. The dimensions of629

µRwell-3 is fixed in both non-projective and projective designs.630

FST/EST Disks. For both the non-projective and projective de-631

signs, Rmin of the EST/FST disks must be compatible with the632

beam pipe envelope which increases in radius as a function of633

z; Rmax of the EST/FST disks is parametrized to be compatible634

with the support cone structure shown in figure A.11 which has635

an angle θ (Fixed for non-projective case).636

For the non-projective design which has the fixed angle for637

conical support structure, z positions of EST1, EST2, EST3,638

EST4, and FST1, FST2, FST3, FST4, FST5 are all free pa-639

rameters during initial sets of optimizations. However, it can640

be realised that, to maximize the hit efficiency, disks are placed641

within the support cone at the start of every plateau (figure A.11642

with fixed angle θ = 36.5◦). Therefore, 2 disks in the electron643

going direction and 2 disk in the forward direction are not free644

in z position. For instance, consider Fig. 5 (right), where EST3,645

EST4, FST3, FST4 are placed at the begin of the pleateau.646

Whereas the disks EST1, EST2, FST1, FST2, FST5 are free647

to vary in z position.648

The same parameterization is extended to projective design649

too such that it is compatible with varying conical support struc-650

ture.651

As the disks are tiled up using MAPS pixels, the Rmax − Rmin

[mm] are constrained in such a way that the following has to be
satisfied:

(Rmax − Rmin)/d = n; n ∈ Z+,
where d =17.8 and 30.0 mm. To account for the constraint in
all the FST and EST disks in the end caps region, two constraint
function summing up all the violations are considered, namely:∑

i

∣∣∣∣∣∣Ri
max − Ri

min

d
−

Ri
max − Ri

min

d

∣∣∣∣∣∣,
where ⌊x⌋ represents the ceiling of x. This ensures the amount652

of violation made by a design solution.653

TOF system. The central barrel TOF (CTTL) is an AC-LGAD654

based TOF detector with a fixed radius of 64 cm and a fixed655

length of 280 cm. The TOFs at the e-going endcap (ETTL) and656

the h-going endcap (FTLL) are AC-LGAD-based TOF disks.657

For the non-projective design the TOF detectors have fixed di-658

mensions. For the projective design the TOF detectors in the659

end cap regions have their z positions as free parameters. Rmin660

and Rmax of the ETTL/FTTL disks depends on the position of661

the disk z. The Rmin of the disk should be compatible with the662

radius of the beam envelope which increases linearly as a func-663

tion of z; Rmax of the disks varies as a function of z such that the664

acceptance coverage by the ETTL/FTTL is roughly unaltered.665
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PID Detectors. The Detection for Internally Reflected666

Cherenkov light (DIRC) is a detector for PID in the barrel667

region. DIRC system has fixed dimensions and occupies a668

radial space from 71.5 cm to 76.6 cm. The modular RICH669

(mRICH) is a Ring Imaging Cherenkov detector system in670

the e-going direction with fixed dimensions. mRICH has a z671

position starting at -135 cm extending in z to -161 cm. The dual672

Radiator Imaging CHerenkov (dRICH) detector is a detector673

system in the forward direction with fixed dimensions. dRICH674

has a z position starting at 180 cm and extends up to 280 cm.675

676

After all the parametrization, the thickness of the detec-677

tors and support structures are also taken into account to avoid678

overlaps between the detectors. The most recent optimization679

pipelines during the detector proposal have been extended to680

include in the parametrization also the outer tracking layers in681

the two endcaps, as explained in Sec. 4.1. An overlap check is682

performed each time a new design point is evaluated during the683

optimizaton process.684

Support Structure Parametrization685

The implementation of the projective geometry of the inner686

tracker is described in Fig. A.11 which shows the parametriza-687

tion used for the support cone structure of the inner tracker.688

Some parameters have been considered fixed and other free689

to vary within their ranges. Parameters that are fixed typically690

do not have much room for optimization considering the con-691

straints of the design and potential overlaps.692

The non-projective design can be realised by fixing the sup-693

port structure angle to (θ = 36.5◦) shown in A.11. Therefore,694

the non-projective design solutions are a subset of solutions that695

can be achieved by this parameterization.696

𝜽Plateau (z2h, ruRwell-1)

(zvtx_h, rvtx_h)

Interaction 
Point

(z4h, 
rRMax)

𝜽

   Vertex/Sagitta Support
    Plateau 

    Conical Support

rvtx_h

ruRwell-1

𝜽

𝜽𝜽

Figure A.11: Parametrization of the support cone for the inner tracker:
The inner tracker support is characterised by 5 variables. θ (the angle of pro-
jection of the support cone structure), rvtx (radius of vertex support structure),
rµrwell−1 µRwell-1 radius, plateau length, rmax maximum allowed radius of in-
ner tracker).

Appendix B. Baseline and R&D designs697

Resolutions698

We report here a thorough comparison between the non-699

projective ECCE simulation and the ongoing R&D to optimize700

the support structure through a projective design.701

Fig. B.12 shows a comparison of the obtained the momentum702

resolution in bins of pseudo-rapidity. Similarly Fig. B.13 shows703

the angular resolution while Fig. B.14 shows the Kalman filter704

efficiency as defined in Eq. (5).705
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Figure B.12: Momentum resolution for the ECCE tracker reference de-
sign and the projective design (ongoing R&D): The ∆p/p are extracted with
single-gaussian (SG) fits (circles) to be consistent with the YR PWG and com-
pared to double-gaussian (DG) fits (triangles). DG (see Eq. (3)) is used in the
AI-assisted pipelines as it provides more stable fits. DG results are systemat-
ically larger than the SG ones as they capture more realistic distributions (see
Fig. 6). This effect is larger in 1 < |η| < 1.5 for the non-projective design (blue
points) since more material is traversed by the tracks; the same effect is mod-
erately present also in 0.5 < |η| < 1 for the same reason. In the same bins, the
ongoing R&D design shows a significant reduction of the impact of the readout
and services and SG (red circle) and DG (red triangles) are close to each other.
DG points are systematically large in 3 < η < 3.5 and in −3.5 < η < 3.0, and
this corresponds to edge effects at large |η| values close to the inner radii of the
disks in the endcaps. In the region −1 < η < 3.0 ∆p/p is consistent with the
YR physics requirements with SG. Note that physics in the backward region
relies on the EM calorimeter also, and in the proposal it has been demonstrated
that larger resolutions are acceptable.

Validation706

Validation is performed by looking at figures of merit that are707

not used during the optimization process. In Sec. 4.3 we already708

described a physics analysis with SIDIS events that further con-709

solidates our conclusions. We show here additional examples710

of validation: Fig. B.15 and Fig. B.16 display the azimuthal an-711

gular resolution and the reconstruction efficiency obtained for712

both the non-projective and the projective ECCE tracker. The713

azimuthal resolution looks consistent within the uncertainty for714

the two designs, while the reconstruction efficiency looks in715

general better for the projective design, particularly in the 1 <716

|η| < 1.5 region where the non-projective has a larger dead area717

that affect the reconstruction of tracks.718
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Figure B.13: Angular resolution (dθ) for ECCE projective geometry and
ECCE simulation: The resolution shows an improvement in the transition re-
gion between 1.0 < |η| < 1.5. These plots have been produced using double-
gaussian fits.
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Figure B.14: KF Efficiency for ECCE projective geometry and ECCE sim-
ulation: Reconstruction efficiency shows an improvement in the transition re-
gion between 1.0 < |η| < 1.5. There is a significant drop in the transition region
caused due to multiple scattering of the support structure.
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Figure B.15: Angular resolution (dϕ) for ECCE projective geometry and
ECCE simulation: The resolution shows an improvement in the transition re-
gion between 1.0 < |η| < 1.5. These plots have been produced using double-
gaussian fits.
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Figure B.16: Reconstruction efficiency for ECCE projective geometry and
ECCE simulation: Reconstruction efficiency shows an improvement in the
transition region between 1.0 < |η| < 1.5

A comparison between the non-projective and projective de-719

signs of the inner tracker is also shown in Fig. B.17, where720

the projective design concentrates the material in a smaller721

dead area resulting in better resolution on a wider range of the722

pseudo-rapidity.723

Such improvement in resolution is the result of a continued724

multi-objective optimization process as described in Sec. 4 and725

summarized in Fig. B.18, where the momentum resolution ob-726
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Figure B.17: Comparison between non-projective and projective inner tracker: a comparison in momentum resolution as a function of the pseudo-rapidity η
between the non-projective and the projective designs in three bins of momentum. The projective design concentrates the material in a smaller dead area resulting
in better resolution on a wider range of the pseudo-rapidity.
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Figure B.18: Evolution of momentum resolution driven by the continued MOO: Momentum resolutions in four bins of η. From left to right, respectively: |η| <
1.0 corresponding to the barrel, 1.0 | ≤ η < | 1.5 corresponding to the transition region, and 1.5 ≤ |η| < 2.5 and 2.5 ≤ η < 3.5 corresponding to the two end-caps.
Black points represent the first simulation campaign, and a preliminary detector concept in phase-I optimization which did not have a developed support structure;
blue points represent the fully developed simulations for the final ECCE detector proposal concept; red points the ongoing R&D for the optimization of the support
structure. Compared to black, there is an improvement in performance in all η bins with the exception of the transition region, an artifact that depends on the fact that
black points do not include a realistic simulation of the material budget in the transition region. In the transition region, it can be also appreciate the improvement
provided by the projective design.

tained during phase-I optimization using a preliminary detector727

concept is compared to both the non-projective and the projec-728

tive R&D designs which are instead derived from fully devel-729

oped simulations.730
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